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ORIENTATIONAL EFFECTS IN ELECTRIC-FIELD-INDUCED SPECTRA 
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The electrochromic effect of a static electric field on the rate of absorption of electromagnetic radiation by a molecular fluid 
is investigated within the framework of quantum electrodynamics. The anisotropic, Boltzmann-weighted orientation of polar 
molecules in a fluid is treated using an exact method, giving a set of expressions that include both the optical and 

electro-optical pathways. Using irreducible tensor methods the complete set of rate equations is presented, and symmetry 
implications are analysed in detail. Polarisation dependence is also explicitly included in the results, and the likely orders of 

magnitude of the various rate contributions are estimated 

1. Introduction 

Application of a static electric field to molecu- 
lar systems can induce changes in their absorption 
spectra via a number of different mechanisms. 
Such phenomena, which fall under the general 
heading of electrochromism, are frequently studied 
in the solid state where the molecules have a 
comparatively fixed orientation. The appropriate 
selection rules and polarisation dependence have 
recently been summarised by Stedman [l]. In the 
case of fluid media, the theory is less well estab- 
lished, and in a recent paper [2] we have devel- 
oped a theory to describe optical transitions in- 
duced in free molecules by a static electric field. 

This theory was simplified by assuming an iso- 
tropic distribution of randomly oriented non-polar 
molecules, and attention was focused on transi- 
tions which are electric dipole (El) forbidden in 
the absence of an electric field. In this paper we 
take the general case in which the molecules may 
possess a permanent electric dipole’moment, which 
leads to a degree of alignment with the applied 
field, and we relax the earlier restriction to (El)- 
forbidden transitions. 

In order to investigate the orientational effects 
resulting from application of the electric field, we 
have made use of recently developed techniques 
[3,4] which allow an exact treatment of the aniso- 

tropic Boltzmann-weighted averages required. Our 
results are obtained within the framework of 

molecular quantum electrodynamics (QED) [5], 
and in contrast to earlier treatments [6] incorpo- 
rate those terms which arise through quantum 
interference between the optical (El) and field-in- 
duced electro-optical (El x El) excitation chan- 
nels. Temperature, field and polarisation depen- 
dence are explicitly given in these results, and the 
selection rules are examined in detail. Finally, an 
estimate is given of the likely orders of magnitude 
of the effects discussed. 

2. Quantum formalism 

We can begin by deriving the matrix element 
for single-photon absorption using the quantum 
electrodynamical perturbation operator 

Hi,, = -t;‘p’dL -p*&, 0) 

where p is the electric dipole moment operator, 
d’ is the transverse electric displacement oper- 
ator for the radiation field, and &’ is the static 
electric field. This operates on the eigenstates of 
the unperturbed molecular and radiation hamilto- 
nians, although it can be shown [2] that an alter- 
native approach, using molecular states dressed by 
the static field, and the first term of (1) for the 
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coupling leads to the same solutions. Using the 
implied summation convention for repeated tensor 
indices, the leading terms in the matrix element 
which result from first- and second-order per- 
turbation theory, can be written as follows 

M,, = -i( nAw/2C,V)“2( p(“e, - SJ?&,e, + * * * ), 

(2) 

where n is the number of photons within the 
quantisation volume I’, w is the circular frequency 
of the radiation satisfying the condition 

tzw= E/-E,, (3) 

pf” is the transition electric dipole moment, e is 
the polarisation vector for the radiation, which 
may be complex to admit the possibility of cir- 
cular polarisations, and S/O . ‘, is a molecular re- 
sponse tensor defined by 

Sp = c [ p/‘p;‘/( E,, + tick) + pi/)j*:','Eo,] . (4) 
r 

The first term in eq. (2) can be identified with the 
time-ordered diagram (a) shown in fig. 1; the 
second term can be represented by the time- 
ordered diagrams (b) and (c), corresponding to the 
two parts of the tensor Se defined by eq. (4). It 
should be noted that this tensor may exhibit reso- 
nant enhancement in cases where a near degener- 
ate state, 1 u), exists close in energy to the final or 
initial states, provided that the transitions 1 f) + 
1 u), and 1 u) + IO) are (El)-allowed. 

The rate of absorption can now be obtained 
from eq. (2) using the Fermi golden rule; the 
principal terms are as follows 

r = ( nlrwpr/roV)( ~{“l”ifoei~j - ~[“Si/koei+?k 

-~/“S(,~i&,~e, + SJ?Sf’&.e .d 2 + . . 
1 J I/ kl I J k 1 .)? (5) 

in which nr is the density of molecular final states. 
Finally, the result can be recast in terms of the 
incident h-radiance I, through the relation 

I = nhcw/ V, (6) 

leading to 

r = (~Z~J~~tic)(~.lf’~,~~~ - ~.L{OS$C$ 

X (e-2, + Ziek) + SC!Sf0fife.8 F ) 
I tJ kl ,J kl 7 (7) 

(a) (b) Cc) 

Fig. 1. The three time-ordered diagrams for electric-field in- 
duced absorption; (a) represents the optically (El)-allowed 
channel and (b), (c) together represent the electro-optically 

(El X El)-allowed channel. 

in which the angular brackets denote the rota- 
tional averaging required to account for the distri- 
bution of molecular orientations in any fluid sam- 
ple. 

3. Boltzmann-weighted orientational averages 

The rotational average in eq. (7) has to be 
effected with regard to an anisotropic orienta- 
tional distribution. This results from the prefer- 
ential alignment of the polar molecules with the 
applied static field, determined by the torque poo 

x b, where c O” is the static electric dipole mo- 
ment. Any molecular orientation by interaction 
with the electric field of the radiation will be 
negligible. 

By weighting the averages in eq. (7) with the 
Boltzmann term exp(#” l 8/W) to allow for the 
anisotropic distribution, the following expression 
for the rate is obtained 

r = (~Zp,/ettc)( [ p{‘pj”e;i;, - pL/“Si/k”eDi ( eiek + Sjek) 

+ S&oS@iej.&kZ,] exp( Boo l g/W)) 

x (exp(fP*&/kT))-‘. (8) 

The weighted average in eq. (8) can be approxi- 
mated by expanding the exponential and retaining 
only the linear terms. However, it has recently 
been shown that an exact result in terms of spheri- 
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cal Bessel functions can be obtained [3] by refer- 
ring all molecular parameters to a molecule-fixed 
Cartesian frame (denoted by Greek indices) and 
averaging over the direction cosines between axes 
in the laboratory-fixed and molecule-fixed frames. 
Thus if lix denotes the direction cosine between 
the i-axis in the laboratory frame and the X-axis in 
the molecular frame, the expression becomes 

r = (nZp&$c)[ /A~$%i~j 

X (Zi,li,exP( Ily4Z,,/kT)) 

- p{OS$q.( ei;;k + ciek) 

X (Zi,ZjpZ,PxP( pF&Z.,JkT)) 

+ S{z S/i8i ej &kc, 

third set, C, results from the average of the S{“,S,r,” 
electro-optical term, and thus persists for any 
transition which is (El x El)-allowed. The de- 
tailed results are as follows: 

F = (~Z@,tic)( A + B + C). (12) 

where 

x (Z;AZjpZ,,Z/OexP( Py’“fnJkT))] 

X(exp(p~~~l,,/kT))-‘, (9) 

which can be expressed 

F= (~Z~,/Z,~C)[~~~~~~~~~Z~~)~~( -iy, b, p”) 

--ZL{~S$~$(~,I?~ + g,e,)Zi(,?&,( - iy, 8, fiW) 

+ Sx~S~~e,~j~~~,Z~,~~~~“~( -iy, 8, ficc)] 

X [ I(‘)*( -iy, 8, fioo)] -l, (IO) 

where 

y = p”%f/kT, (11) 

and the results for the weighted averages are given 
in ref. [3]. 

4. Results 

and where the polarisation parameter p is defined 

by 

By application of the results for the weighted 
averages in eq. (10) we obtain an expression con- 
sisting of three sets of terms. The first set, A, 
results from the average of the leading ZL{“ZL~ 
term, and corresponds to optically (El)-allowed 
transitions. The second set of terms, B, results 
from quantum interference between the optically 
and electro-optically allowed routes to the final 
state, and thus applies only to transitions which 
are both (El)- and (El x El)-allowed. Finally the 

p = (L?)(&P). (16) 

The reduced spherical Bessel functions jL( -iy) 
are defined in terms of the spherical Bessel func- 
tions j,( - iy ) as follows 

Lit--iu) =j,(--iv)/jo(-iu), (17) 

the general expansions of which are given in table 
1, along with the high-temperature limit, y -X 1, 
and for completeness the low-temperature limit, 
y 3*- 1. It may be useful in assessing the relative 
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importance of the terms j,l( - iy), to note that in 
the high-temperature limit, the leading terms can 
be written as 

jL( -i-y) = (-iy)“/(2n + l)!!. (18) 

Investigation of the detailed symmetry properties 
of the rate can be made easier by introducing 
irreducible tensors [7]. A second-rank Cartesian 
tensor can be decomposed as follows 

s{; = SJ; + s;:’ + si;, (19) 

where 

x ( Sit) + Sk;)) + 42( Si:) + SC) Sit) 

- 5s;:‘s;;] + (15 - 7p)( 3sf)si’) 

- S$S$)) + 6(3p - 5) 

x (Q’ + sJ(z” ) si? + 5(5p - 9,s$si;} 

++j82j~(-iy)(3p-1)(5[(SJ~‘+SJ~)) 

x (s,‘,“’ + 7s;;‘) - 4( SAY) + SC) 

x ( sly) + sit)) + S@2] + 2S;;Siz), (24) 

s$ = fS,,S,/,“, (20) 

si:‘= +(sC - s$), (21) 

s~~=f(sC+stx”)-3SXPs~~, (22) 

where S$z is a weight O+ tensor which transforms 
as a scalar; S$! is a weight 1 + tensor which 
transforms like the rotations; and SC is a weight 
2+ tensor which transforms as a second-rank, sym- 
metric, traceless tensor. This allows us to rewrite 
the two parts to the rate equation, B and C, 
involving the electro-optical tensor 

B= -fijt’(-iy)&[(3+p)(S~~+S~~))~{o 

+ (3p - l)Sic$Q)] + 5( p - l)S~${ 

+fij;(-iy)d(3p-1)[5(Si;0’+SJ’,Z’)I*~” 

- siT/.&;o - 2( sit) + s$$Q] ) (23) 

c = +#[lOpS$S~~ + 5(1 -p>s@S;:’ 

+ (3 +p)s@$] 

-&B2j;(-iy)((P-1)[15(S~~+S~~)) 

where the initial and final states have been dropped 
from the electro-optical parameter, and the sub- 
script z refers to a choice of the z axis in the 
molecular frame for the direction of the perma- 
nent molecular dipole. 

Together, eqs. (13), (23) and (24) constitute a 
complete set of rate equations, the properties of 
which we shall now investigate. 

5. Symmetry considerations 

At this stage we can establish a link between 
the six-fold classification scheme for field-induced 
absorption developed in our earlier paper [2], table 
2. This scheme was based on the possible combi- 
nations of allowed weights O+, 1 + and 2+ of the 
electro-optical tensor for a particular transition; 
for clarity these are now referred to with a + sign 
to indicate that they result from (El X El) cou- 
pling. 

For the cases where the molecule possesses a 
permanent electric dipole moment the point group 
symmetry is restricted to the axial point groups C,, 

Table 1 
The reduced spherical Bessel functions, j;( -iy), defined in eq. (17) and their limits both at hi$ (y B 1) and low (y +C 1) field 

Full expression for jL( - i y ) Low-field limit, y e 1 High-field limit, y > 1 

ji = 1 jh = 1 j; =l 

j,‘=i(l/y-cothy) j;=-i(y/3-y3/45+2ys/945...) j; = i(l/y - 1) 

j;=-l-3/y2+(3/y)cothy j; = - y*/lS + 2y4/315. j$=-1+3/y-3/y* 

j;= i[(l+lS<y*)coth y4-6/y -15/y’] j;= i(y3/105- y5/945 -.-) j;=i(l-6/y+15/y2-15/y3) 

ji =:;oyh/yy +105/y -(10/y + 105/y3) ji= y4/945.. . ji=l-lO/y+45/y’-105/y-’ 
+ 105/y4 
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Table 2 
The classification scheme developed for optically forbidden 
transitions in non-polar molecules 

ClaSS Allowed weights 

(a) o+, 1+, 2+ 

(b) 1+, 2+ 

(c) o+, 2+ 

(d) 2+ 

(e) 1+ 
(0 0+ 

in table 3. These two groups can immediately be 
experimentally distinguished since the latter ap- 
pear as new features in the spectrum on appli- 
cation of the field. 

5.1. Optically allowed transitions 

and C,,. The different weights can then be related 
to the following functions, the transformation 
properties of which are listed in most character 
tables 

Case (a’) 

A=+[1-j;(-iy)(3p-1)]~~“~~o, (29) 

B= -+ij;(-iy)B[(3+p)(Sj,0’+SJ~‘)p~” 

+ (3p - l)S$k{O] 

++ij;(-iy)6(3p- 1)[3(SJ~‘+S$)p{ 

si; 0 x2 + y2 + 22, (25) 

S$‘=R,, R,, R,, (26) 

lJ{O=, y, r, (27) 

S$) 02z2-x2 -y2, x2 -y2, xy, xz, yz. (28) 

Before proceeding to apply these properties, the 
number of possible cases can be reduced. If the 
final state for the transition belongs to the totally 
symmetric representation, then both p{” and S,/,” 
will be non-zero. The latter has irreducible compo- 
nents S(O) + S!,z), so that any transition for which 
$2 (w&ht O+) is non-zero will also have finite 
values for /A{” (weight l-) and Siz (weight 2+). 
Hence, case (f) of the previous paper (only weight 
O+ allowed) does not now occur. 

There are then only three classes of optically 
allowed transitions, (a’), (b’) and (c’), and three 
classes of optically forbidden transitions, (b), (d) 
and (e), the active components of which are shown 

c= &B2[10pS~~S~~ + 5(1 -p)s@sf; 

+(3 +p)S$S$)] - &S’j;( -iy) 

x (( p - l)[ 15( Sl:“’ + SJ;))( S!,“’ + s;;‘,> 

-~s@s$,!] + (7p - lS)S&$ + 6(3p - 

x (s!,“’ + sJ(,2’)s$j + 5(5p - 9)&s@@ 

+&&zj~(-iiy)(3p-l)(5[3(SjI))+SJ~)) 

x (S$J - S!z”‘) + S@$q + 2S$q). 

Care (b’) 

A=f[l+j;(-iy)(3p-l)]$$, 

B= -+ij;(-iy)8[(3+p)S$p~ 

+ 5( p - l)S~~)$] 

- fi&( -iy)8(3p - 1)2S$$$, 

Table 3 

The characters of the six allowed classes of transition for polar molecules 

- sfw”] 9 (30) 

5) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Class 

(a‘) 
(b’) 
C’ 

:b; 
(4 

(e) 

Allowed weights Characters of the allowed transitions 

0+,1-,1+,2+ C,; A 
1-, 1+, 2+ C,,; B, and &, C,; B, C,, C,, (n 2 4); E,, C, and C,,; E 
o+, 1-, 2+ C.v; AI 
1+, 2+ Czv; A2 

2+ C.+; B, and &r C,; R C,, C,, (n’ 4); E, 
1+ C,,(n 2 3); A2 
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c = $P[5(1 -p)S$S::’ + (3 +p)s$S$)] 

- &&‘j;( -iy)[(l -p)(lSS$‘S$’ 

+ 42S;*‘S;‘) - 5S@i:’ I .? 1 

+ (15 - 7p)( 3S$S$ - s:~s;~),l 

+ &83;( -iy)(3p - l)( ScS$ - lOS$‘S$~ ) , 
(34) 

where 1// is the set {x, y} or {(x + ir), (x - iy)} 
as appropriate. 

Case (c’) 

Eqs. (29), (30) and 

c = &f??’ [ lOpS$s~ + (3 + p ) s;zs;;] 

-@‘i;(-iy)[l5(p-l)(SJ~‘+SJ~‘) 

x (s,‘,“’ + SJf’) + (7p - 15)s#~; 

+ 6( 3p - 5) ( S!,"' + Sz(z”) SiT 

+ 5(5p - 9)Qs;;] 

x (P - sJ(Lo)) + s$Sg] + 2s@#. ZZ (35) 

From table 3 it is obvious that both the (a’) and 
(c’) types of transition cannot occur in the same 
molecule; thus it is important only to be able to 
separate (b’) from (a’) or (c’) classes of transition. 
It is not possible, however, to prescribe a general 
experimental procedure to distinguish between 
these classes. Generally the rate will be dominated 
by the pure optical pathway, whilst the j;( - iy) 
term of A, the ji’( - iy) term of B and the zeroth 
term of C may all be equally important and hence 
only separable on the basis of their different tem- 
perature dependence. 

5.2. Optically forbidden transitions 

In the physically more interesting cases, where 
the transition is optically forbidden, the results are 
appreciably simplified since A = B = 0, leaving the 
following expressions for C, 

Case (b) 

c= &@[5(1 -p)s@::‘+ (3 +p)s@$j] 

+ @‘j;( -iy)[5( p - l)S~~SQ 

+ (15 - 7p)S~~S~~] + &J?yi( -iy) 

x (3p - 1) s@~~. (36) 

Case (d) 

C= &E2(3 +p)S$$$ - &F2j;( -iy) 

x (7p - 15)S@iZ 

+ &S’ji( -iy)(3p - l)S#2. 

Case (e) 

C= $Z2(l -p)S$)S$) - $&“j;(-iy) 

(37) 

x [5(1 -p)s:‘:q;]. (38) 

Case (b) only arises for transitions of A, symme- 
try in C,, molecules, where there is no possibility 
of transitions of types (d) or (e). It is also im- 
mediately obvious that by arranging for the 
polarisation and static field vectors to be parallel, 
then for case (e) transitions the induced features 
should completely disappear. Hence it is a com- 
paratively simple matter to distinguish the class to 

which any optically forbidden transition belongs. 

5.3. No permanent dipole moment 

Finally we note that in cases where the mole- 
cule possesses no permanent moment, all terms 
involving j;( -iy) vanish for n > 0, leaving the 
isotropic result. The appropriate rate equation is 
thus 

+5(1 -p)s;;si; + (3 +p)s@~$]). (39) 

The leading field-independent term is also polari- 
sation-independent, and the correction term has a 
polarisation dependence which has previously been 
investigated [2]. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper we have provided the detailed 
equations to describe the effect of a static electric 
field on the absorption spectra of a molecular 
fluid, caused both by orientational anisotropy and 
the first-order electro-optical pathway. In the case 

of optically (El)-allowed transitians, detailed study 
of the temperature dependence of the absorption 
rate may enable the various rate contributors A, B 
and C to be specifically identified. Also for the 
case of (El)-forbidden transitions we have shown 
that by selective polarisation experiments it is 
possible to distinguish between the allowed types 
of transitions. 

It is pertinent to consider the likely magnitudes 
of the contributors to the rate equations that we 
have derived. We have previously demonstrated 
that the intensity of electro-optically allowed tran- 
sitions is in the same region as that typically 
associated with two-photon spectroscopy [2]. To 
estimate more precisely the orders of magnitude of 
our results, we can consider an experimentally 
feasible [8] electric field strength of 10’ V m-‘, 
typical permanent and transition dipole moments 
of 1 D and a value for the components of the 
tensor S estimated from the molecular polarisa- 
bility, which has a similar structure and is typi- 
cally of the order lo- 39 JJ’ C2 m2. In this case 
the magnitude of y at STP is 0.08, and the leading 
contribution to B will be of the same magnitude 
as that of C and the j;( -iy) term of A, whilst the 

leading field-independent (El) term in A will be 
between three and four orders of magnitude larger. 
Despite the small size of the field-induced effects 
on (El)-allowed transitions, their measurement is 
well within the bounds of experimental feasibility 
by square-wave modulation of the electric field 
coupled with phase-sensitive detection. . 
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